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Airdrops are a method of distributing tokens to users. 
They are commonly used to generate buzz around a 
project, reward users for certain behaviours and or create 
a community. They are popular with projects big and 
small, but US regulatory authorities are concerned they 
circumvent tax laws.

INTRODUCTION

Airdrops are a method of distributing tokens to users or 
potential users. More recently, they’ve been used to create 
DAOs by transferring ownership and responsibilities from 
a core team to its decentralized users.

They can be used to do a number of different things:

1. Reward loyal customers
2. Generate excitement around a project
3. Identify potential customers open to new products or 
services
4. Incentivize followers to perform certain tasks that help 
the project grow, whether that’s sharing social media 
posts or creating an account on a platform.

WHAT ARE AIRDROPS?
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It’s unclear who specifically came up with the concept of 
airdrops. OmiseGO, a banking service built on Ethereum, 
claimed credit for the technique in 2017 after it distributed 
its tokens to followers.

WHO CAME UP WITH THE IDEA?

There are typically two different types:

Announced: Airdrops with a fixed date and time frame for 
release are designed to generate buzz among the crypto 
community and often have specific tasks attached in order 
to be eligible.

Unannounced: These airdrops involve selecting wallet 
addresses and randomly dropping tokens without the 
user knowing where they came from. These are typically 
used to surprise and delight customers.

HOW DO AIRDROPS WORK?

It’s popular for projects big and small. Binance, one of 
the world’s largest exchanges used the technique in 2017 
to raise awareness. Dfinity a smart contract blockchain 
project gave away the equivalent of $35 million worth of 
tokens in an airdrop.

WHO USES AIRDROPS?
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As the popularity of airdrops has increased, so have 
concerns about their validity as a way of building a 
community. Some critics have claimed the indiscriminate 
nature for distributing tokens does little to foster an active 
community.

Many airdrop recipients hold on to tokens and do little to 
maintain and grow the network after the initial buzz wears 
off. In the U.S., the practice has raised questions about tax 
liabilities and whether they amount to income or capital 
gains.

Moreover, some within Web3 sense that people don’t care 
about the projects but just want assets they can trade 
for money. Projects such as MetaMask and OpenSea, for 
example, have been inundated with calls to tokenize their 
projects and airdrop tokens to users.

LIMITATIONS WITH AIRDROPS

Airdrops have become an increasingly popular form of 
marketing for blockchain projects—and bootstrapping 
for projects on the path to becoming DAOs. However, U.S. 
regulation could make it difficult for American projects to 
offer airdrops.

A more considered approach to distributing tokens seems 
to be where the industry is heading. But for now, airdrops’ 
popularity continues.

THE FUTURE
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